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ABSTRACT: The noncovalent intercalation of amphiphilic molecules in the lipid membrane can be exploited to modulate
eﬃciently the physical status of the membrane. Such eﬀects are largely employed in a range of applications, spanning from drugdelivery to therapeutics. In this context, we have very recently developed an intramembrane photo-actuator consisting of an
amphiphilic azobenzene molecule, namely ZIAPIN2. The selective photo-isomerization occurring in the lipid bilayer induces a
photo-triggered change in the membrane thickness and capacitance, eventually permitting to evoke light-induced neuronal ﬁring
both in vitro and in vivo. Here, we present a study on the dynamical perturbation in the lipid membrane caused by ZIAPIN2 and its
vehicle solvent, dimethyl sulfoxide. Eﬀects on the dynamics occurring in the picosecond time range and at the molecular level are
probed using quasi-elastic neutron scattering. By coupling experiments carried out both on model membranes and intact cells, we
found that DMSO leads to a general retardation of the dynamics within a more dynamically ordered landscape, a result that we
attribute to the dehydration at the interface. On the other hand, ZIAPIN2 partitioning produces a general softening of the bilayer
owing to its interaction with the lipids. These data are in agreement with our recent studies, which indicate that the eﬃcacy of
ZIAPIN2 in triggering cellular signalling stems from its ability to mechanically perturb the bilayer as a whole, by forming lightsensitive membrane spanning dimers.

■

interact with neutrons.9 Among these techniques, quasi-elastic
neutron scattering (QENS) is well-suited to study molecular
dynamics with timescales of ≈10−13−10−9 s at length scales in
the range of 1−30 Å,10,11 thus allowing to map out a wide
range of motions, from fast vibrations to slower diﬀusions, at
the level of intramolecular and intermolecular distances.12 For
these reasons, QENS has been used to probe the complex
molecular motion of phospholipids and surfactants in supramolecular assembles and lipid bilayers,13−15 as well as in highly

INTRODUCTION

The ability of cationic amphiphiles to intercalate into the lipid
membrane of eukaryotic and prokariotic cells has been largely
exploited to modulate membrane physical properties, with the
ﬁnal goal of providing new pharmacological platforms for
therapeutics, i.e., for the development of membrane-targeted
antibiotic and antiviral drugs.1−4 Cell membranes are complex
two-dimensional ﬂuids, whose dynamics can inﬂuence drug
encapsulation and, vice versa, can be modiﬁed upon insertion
of a guest molecule. Therefore, a detailed knowledge of the
motions of phospholipids taking place at the molecular level is
crucial for pharmacology, i.e., to evaluate possible eﬀects on
the integrity of the membrane and to elucidate the action
mechanism.5−7 Neutron scattering techniques, in particular,
can be utilized eﬀectively to investigate soft condensed matter,8
owing to the abundance of hydrogen nuclei that strongly
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complex biological systems such as living cells.16,17 More
speciﬁcally, QENS has also been exploited to investigate the
eﬀects of guest molecules of pharmaceutical interests on the
structure and dynamics of the lipid membrane.18−22
We have recently developed an amphiphilic azobenzene
molecule named ZIAPIN2, which partitions stably into the
plasma membrane where it can work selectively as an eﬃcient
opto-mechanical actuator.23,24 In particular, while the darkadapted trans isomer causes a thinning of the lipid bilayer via a
dimerization mechanism, illumination with visible light leads to
a membrane relaxation that follows disruption of the
azobenzene dimers. This, in turn, enables the cell membrane
capacitance to be modulated and remarkably permits to evoke
light-induced neuronal ﬁring in vitro and in vivo. The chemical
structure of ZIAPIN2 is engineered to be driven inside the
plasma membrane and is characterized by a hydrophobic
backbone containing a 4−4’diaminoazobenzene group substituted with an azepane ring on one side, two alkyl chains with
six carbon atoms on the other side, and a hydrophilic head,
namely, pyridinium bromides (Figure 1a). Molecular dynamics
simulations have shown that ZIAPIN2 enters the lipid
membrane very rapidly (≈40 ns) with virtually no energetic
barrier to overcome.23

Article

information on the dynamical trend of the in vitro and in
vivo data upon addition of ZIAPIN2 and DMSO.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

ZIAPIN2 Synthesis. ZIAPIN2 was synthesized by reduction of the
commercially available Disperse Orange 3 followed by the
substitution of the amines with an excess of 1,6-dibromohexane.
Full details about the synthesis can be found in our previous
papers.23,24
Liposome Preparation. POPC was purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids and used without further puriﬁcation. Liposomes were
prepared by extrusion following the experimental protocol suggested
by the supplier. Brieﬂy, a stock solution of lipids in chloroform/
methanol (1:1) was dried out under high vacuum via rotary
evaporation (40 ° C, 150 rpm), and the resulting lipid ﬁlm was
kept overnight at −20 °C. The ﬁlm was then hydrated with a buﬀer
solution (10 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) and subjected to
freeze−thaw cycles by alternately placing the ﬂask in liquid nitrogen
and in a water bath (60 °C). The lipid dispersion was then extruded at
least 11 times through a polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of
100 nm to yield small unilamellar vesicles. Finally, the obtained
dispersion was diluted to a concentration of 25 mg/mL for QENS
characterization and kept at 4 °C. ZIAPIN2 intercalation was
performed by simply adding the molecule solution (25 μM in
DMSO) to the liposome suspension followed by a vortexing step. The
ﬁnal concentration of DMSO in the POPC (HEK cells) /DMSO and
POPC (HEK cells) /Ziapin 2 samples is the same, 1.25% in volume
(molar fraction = 0.3%).
Cell Cultures. The Dulbecco’s Modiﬁed Eagle Medium high
glucose (DMEM-HG) culture medium, penicillin−streptomycin, PBS
(phosphate buﬀered saline) tabs, trypsin−EDTA, L-glutamine, and
deuterium oxide (99.9 atom % D) were purchased from SigmaAldrich (UK). FBS (fetal bovine serum) was obtained from Gibco
(UK). All procedures were performed using the immortalized Human
Embryonic Kidney cells (HEK293) (Human Embryonic Kidney),
purchased from ATCC. HEK293 cells are widely used in
biotechnology because of their reliable and simple growth and
propensity for transfection. Speciﬁcally, we have already employed
HEK293 cells in our biophysical experiments to validate the optomechanical phenomenon brought about by ZIAPIN2 in a
nonexcitable cell line that has an intrinsically low concentration of
ion channels, to single out the eﬀect on the plasma membrane
itself.23,24 Cells were tested for mycoplasma contamination with
MycoFluor Mycoplasma Detection Kit (M-7006). HEK293 cells were
cultured on-site (at the Life Science Laboratories of the Research
Complex at Harwell) in cell culture ﬂasks containing DMEM-HG
supplemented with 10% heat inactivated FBS, 2% penicillin/
streptomycin, and 1% L-glutamine. Culture ﬂasks were maintained
in a humidiﬁed incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Once at conﬂuence,
cells were enzymatically dispersed using a 1x trypsin−EDTA solution
and left to grow for 24 h until 80% conﬂuence prior to ZIAPIN2/
DMSO administration (from a 2 mM solution in DMSO) at 25 μM
concentration followed by incubation for 7 min at 37 °C, in a
humidiﬁed 5% CO2 atmosphere. After incubation, cells were washed
with deuterated PBS. The cell pellet (100 mg/1 cm3, ca. 5 × 108 cells
per sample) was prepared by cell harvesting (through trypsinization)
followed by repeated (2x) PBS washing and centrifugation (at 1200
rpm for 5 min) following the procedure described in a previous
literature study.25,26 PBS was used as an isotonic medium in order to
avoid water exchange from the inside to the outside of the cell. In
order to remove all the residual extracellular water component, the
pellets were repeatedly washed with deuterated PBS by resuspension
and centrifugation. Finally, the cell pellet was spread onto aluminium
foil for QENS measurements.
Incoherent Neutron Scattering from Living Cells. In our
pellet sample, intracellular H2O, which has been found to represent
ca. 70−80% of the total cell weight27 (i.e., 80% for neoplastic cells),25
was still present. The remaining 20−30% is therefore related to
hydrogenated cell components, with macromolecules usually

Figure 1. (a) Molecular structure of ZIAPIN2 and its vehicle solvent
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO).

In this work, we employed QENS to study how ZIAPIN2
perturbs phospholipid dynamics in the picosecond time range
at the molecular level (molecular distances of around 4 to 20
Å). Control experiments with its vehicle solvent dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) were also carried out. Starting from a
model membrane based on 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine, POPC, our data suggest that while the
addition of DMSO leads to a general retardation and
restriction of the lipid dynamics, a result that we attribute to
the dehydration at the water interface, ZIAPIN2 partitioning in
the cell membrane causes a restoration of the POPC dynamical
features, most likely thanks to its strong interaction with both
the lipid head and acylic tails. Finally, we compared these
ﬁndings with data acquired in living eukariotic cells (HEK293).
Although the complex dynamical scenario in such samples
hindered a direct quantitative/qualitative comparison with
model membranes, interestingly, we could extract useful
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accounting for >90% of the dry cell weight. Proteins represent half of
this amount (45−50%) and lipids below 10% (2−9%). In addition,
the hydrogen content of protein is sensibly higher (50%) than that in
lipids (30%).16,28 Therefore, essentially, our incoherent signal mostly
arises from the intracellular water hydrogen, while most of cellular
signal comes from macromolecular dynamics (especially proteins).16,17 In regards of D2O, it only would account for a small
residual amount of the extracellular medium, and the incoherent
contribution of D2O on IRIS is estimated to be smaller than 4% at Q
< 1.3 Å−1.29 Given these considerations, we thus expect that the D2O
contribution to the total incoherent scattering would be negligible.
QENS Measurements. QENS data were acquired on the
backscattering spectrometer IRIS30 at the ISIS Pulsed Neutron and
Muon Source of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (United
Kingdom). The measurements were performed using the PG002
analyser that aﬀords a resolution of 17.5 μeV, a dynamical range from
−0.4 to 0.4 meV, and a Q-range from 0.42 to 1.85 Å−1. Indium-sealed
annular aluminum cans were used to hold the POPC liposome
dispersion, while for measurements on cell pellets, we employed 0.1
mm-thick (3 × 5 cm) ﬂat cans (the beam size at the sample being 2.2
× 4.4 cm) that were oriented at −30° with respect to the incident
beam. A vanadium sample, which is a purely incoherent elastic
scatterer, was measured to deﬁne the instrument resolution and
correct for detector eﬃciency. In addition, data were grouped and
converted to S(Q, ω) using the Mantid software.31 The data were
corrected for buﬀer scattering by subtracting either the D2O or D2O/
DMSO spectra where necessary, to minimize the scattering from the
buﬀer and highlight any eﬀect of ZIAPIN2 and DMSO on the lipid
dynamics only. The transmission of the samples was ≈90%, and
multiple scattering was neglected. QENS data on liposomes were
taken at 283, 300, and 310 K thus above the POPC phase transition
(∼271 K), while on HEK cells, the experiment was carried out at 300
K. All the data can be found in reference.32
QENS Fundamentals and Data Analysis. In a neutron
spectroscopy experiment, we measure the double-diﬀerential scattering cross section δ2σ/δE × δΩ, which quantiﬁes the probability that a
neutron is scattered with an energy change δE into the solid angle δΩ.
When the energy exchange is zero or it falls within the energy
resolution of the instrument, the scattering event is called elastic,
whereas if δE is not zero, the event is called inelastic. In particular, if
δE is very small as it happens in the case of a wide range of relatively
slow motions in soft matter, we observe a broadening of the scattering
function around the elastic line and the scattering is known as quasielastic. Such quasi-elastic broadening encodes a variety of dynamical
processes including rotations and translations (see below). The
measured signal can be mathematically expressed as a function that
depends on the exchanged momentum transfer vector Q and energy,
the so-called scattering law:

S(Q , ω)measured = R(Q , ω) ⊗ S(Q , ω)

that can be modeled in terms of Lorentzian functions of diﬀerent
widths, denoted by the half width at half-maximum of the Lorentzian
peak (HWHM) Γ. The Q-dependence of the HWHM (usually
expressed as Γ vs Q2) contains detailed information about the
dynamics of the system. On the other hand, the elastic contribution
gives information about the geometry of the motion via the A0(Q)
term, also known as the elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF),
which actually represents the space Fourier transform of the average
particle distribution taken at inﬁnite time. In our case, the scattering
function could be described by the convolution of two Lorentzian
curves, each of them associated with diﬀerent relaxation processes
plus an EISF, as expressed below:
S(Q , ω) = (A(Q )δ(ω) + (1 − A(Q )))
+ (1 − B(Q )))

2

∑
i=1

Ai
Γi
π Γ 2i + ω2

⊗ B(Q )δ(ω)

Γb
Γ 2b + ω2

(4)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Eﬀects on Model Membranes. QENS measurements
were carried out on POPC liposomes in solution and intact
HEK cells to elucidate possible perturbation on phospholipids
dynamics brought about by the intramembrane actuator
ZIAPIN2 and its vehicle solvent DMSO. The dynamical
range of the IRIS spectrometer, in particular, allows
investigation of internal motions with characteristic times of
few ps, as well as slower lateral diﬀusive motions that occur in
tens of ps.34−36 Although articiﬁcal vesicles made of POPC or
simple mixtures of charged/zwitterionic phospholipids do not
totally reconstruct the real biological settings, as the cellular
membrane usually comprises not only these elements but also
proteins and cholesterol-enriched regions, such simple
membrane models are widely employed in biophysics to
investigate the membrane status as a function of external
stimuli (i.e., temperature and drugs, among others) without the
interference of other physiological eﬀects occuring in living
cells.23,34,35,37−39
Starting from the measurements on liposomes in solution,
we best-ﬁtted the QENS curves by using one delta function
that relates to the elastic scattering and two Lorentzians that
account for the quasi-elastic dynamics. In previous investigations on POPC bilayers performed in a comparable timerange, Wanderlingh et al. have employed a three-Lorentzian
model, with a broad Lorentzian (HWHM ≈ 2 meV) attributed
to the motion of hydrogen with respect to the bounding
carbon atom (0.33 ps) and two narrow components related to
localized motions, such as lipid chain conformational dynamics
(≈0.8 meV) and motion of the whole phospholipid molecules
(0.05 meV).34,35 In analogy with these studies, we assign our
ﬁrst broad component (0.2−0.6 meV, fast in the ﬁgure legend)
to the phospholipid internal motions, while our narrow
Lorentzian can be related to slower diﬀusive lateral motions
(0.04−0.05 meV, slow in the ﬁgure legend).36 We did not need
a third Lorentzian, which would in any case be outside our
measurement range. The possible contribution of the liposomes center of mass diﬀusion to the overall dynamics can be
estimated by calculating the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient (Ds) of
the vesicles via the Stokes−Einstein equation, approximating
the vesicles as rigid spheres: Ds = kBT/6πηRL, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and η is the solvent
viscosity (for water, η = 8.94 × 10−4 Pa s). For 100 nm vesicles,
the diﬀusion coeﬃcient is 4.8 × 10−12 m2/s. Thus, the root

(1)

(2)

The scattering function can be further expressed as

S(Q , ω) = A 0(Q )δ(ω) +

Γa
Γ a2 + ω2

Data analysis and ﬁtting were carried out by using the DAVE
software33 and Mantid routine.31

where R(Q, ω) represents the measured instrumental resolution
function that is convoluted with the real scattering law. Although the
scattering signal is the sum of both coherent and incoherent
contributions (deﬁned by the neutron−nucleus interaction), for our
system, the signal is dominated by the incoherent scattering of the
hydrogenated phospholipids in membranes and cell macromolecules.
Therefore, we essentially investigate the dynamics of these systems in
the energy range set using our spectrometer. In general, the scattering
function can be expressed in terms of three independent
contributions, namely, vibrations, rotations, and translations:

S(Q , ω) = S(Q , ω)vib. ⊗ S(Q , ω)rot . ⊗ S(Q , ω)trans.

Article

(3)

where the ﬁrst term is the the elastic part that contains information on
motions slower than the instrumental resolution, and the second term
is the so-called quasi-elastic contributions to the total scattering law
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Figure 2. Fitting of the QENS curve for (a) POPC, (b) POPC/DMSO, and (c) POPC/ZIAPIN2. To describe the phospholipids dynamics, we
used a delta function that is linked to the elastic scattering that comprises all those motions slower than our resolution. The two Lorentzians
account for the quasi-elastic dynamics. In particular, the (d) fast Lorentzian can be attributed to the convolution of internal phospholipid motions,
while the (e) slow component to lateral diﬀusive motions.

motions of the scattering nuclei involved (τ = ℏ/Γ). The fast
component reﬂects dynamics occurring in few picoseconds,
which can be attributed to lipid localized internal motions
(Figure 3a−c), while the slow component can be connected to
lateral diﬀusive motions (Figure 3d−f).34,35 The Γfast line shape
of pure POPC (Figure 3a) shows a monotonic increase with
Q2 and ﬂattens toward a ﬁnite nonzero value (0.24 meV, 2.8
ps) in the Q = 0 limit, in agreement with what has been found
in previous studies.34,35 The existence of a nonzero value is a
typical signature of internal localized motions of phospholipids
in ﬂuid bilayers14,18,19,36 in which the hydrogen atoms diﬀuse
within local spheres as described by the Carpentier model.41 In
the investigated time window, the dynamics could involve
various kinds of motion, including chain reorientation,
conformational changes, and methyl group rotations, among
others.36
A similar picture is obtained upon addition of ZIAPIN2 to
the POPC liposomes (Figure 3c), such that the nature of the
motions is similar; however, the extrapolated HWHM at Q = 0
is now lower in energy (0.13 meV) corresponding to a longer
relaxation time of 5.2 ps. In general, we note a little
dependence on the temperature for POPC and POPC/
ZIAPIN2 samples, possibly owing to the ﬂuid state of the
bilayer whose dynamical properties are almost insensitive to
temperature variations while being in the same phase.36,42
Passing to Γslow vs momentum transfer, for POPC (Figure 3d),
we observe a Q2-independent linewidth, ranging from 30−40
μeV and corresponding to correlation times of 16−22 ps. This
can be attributed to slower stochastic reorientations of the lipid

mean square (rms) distance = 2Dt for 100 nm vesicles at the
probed picosecond time scale is around 3pm, which is two
orders of magnitude smaller than our smallest probed length
scale (3.5 Å). Based on this, the contribution from the center
of mass diﬀusion can be neglected in the analysis.
Examples of the ﬁt quality at Q = 1.4 Å−1 taken at 300 K for
POPC, POPC/DMSO, and POPC/ZIAPIN2 in DMSO are
reported in Figure 2a−c (see Figure S1 for example of ﬁtting at
1.4 Å−1). We observe already some interesting features in the
QENS spectra, namely, (i) a general lowering and narrowing of
the QENS signal upon addition of DMSO (Figure 2b); (ii) a
partial recovery of the POPC spectral line shape when
ZIAPIN2 is internalized in the lipid membrane. Breakdown
of the ﬁtting components at Q = 1.4 Å−1 (300 K) for the three
samples (Figure 2d,e) shows that both fast and slow dynamics
narrow down in response to the addition of DMSO. On the
other hand, interestingly, ZIAPIN2 counteracts the eﬀect of
DMSO and re-stabilizes POPC fast dynamics, at least at this
length scale and temperature. Note that we do not expect any
appreciable change in the membrane ﬂuid phase (POPC Tm =
− 2 °C)40 within the investigated thermal range and under the
three diﬀerent experimental conditions.
One of the great advantages of the quasi-elastic neutron
scattering method lies in the possibility of obtaining dynamical
information concurrently with spatial information. To extract
detailed parameters, we investigated the dependence of the
HWHM (Γ) of the Lorentzian components as a function of
the momentum transfer Q (Figure 3). The HWHMs are
directly related to the characteristic times associated with the
11520
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Figure 3. HWHM of the broad Lorentzian Γfast as a function of Q2 for (a) POPC, (b)POPC/DMSO, and (c) POPC/ZIAPIN2. HWHM of the
narrow Lorentzian Γslow as a function of Q2 for (d) POPC, (e) POPC/DMSO, and (f) POPC/ZIAPIN2. The solid lines highlight the trend of the
HWHM value linewidths. We show more details on the complex trend of the POPC/DMSO sample in the Supplementary Information (Figure
S2).

molecular sub-units, for example, fatty chains.16 Interestingly,
for POPC/ZIAPIN2 (Figure 3f), the Γslow exhibits a constant
linewidth at 283 K, while at higher temperatures, the
linewidths suggest a scenario of conﬁned diﬀusive motions
(like that observed in with Γfast) with a relaxation time of 30 ps
at the Q = 0 limit.
Instead, the behavior of POPC/DMSO is very diﬀerent and
looks diﬃcult to interpret with standard models. Starting from
Γfast (Figure 3b), the data at all temperatures indicate that
internal conformational transitions are strongly reduced with
what looks like a long plateau, spanning up to rather large Qvalues (1.6−1.7 Å−1). An alternative picture could be the
activation of a jump-diﬀusion mechanism, which describes the
diﬀusion between sites with residence time at each site τ0 and
diﬀusivity D (see Figure S2). Unfortunately, the data do not
render any certainty to the actual mechanism taking place. At
higher Q-values, there is an anomalous decrease of the
HWHM, suggesting that the eﬀect of the DMSO interaction
with the lipids is to highly limit its conformational reorientations at the local scale. This will be discussed in the next
paragraphs. For Γslow (Figure 3e), we see a ﬂat linewidth at 283
and 300 K with correlation times of 29−37 ps. However, at
310 K, the behavior changes. In this case, the data could be
rationalized in terms of a jump-diﬀusional mechanism likely
kicking in at the low-Q regime and a linear increase of HWHM
at higher-Q values that can be associated with a localized
diﬀusion (see Figure S2 for more details about POPC/DMSO
curve ﬁtting). Alternatively, this can also be described as
switching to a free lateral diﬀusion triggered by the rise in
temperature while still having very restrained internal
reorientations at the local scale (given the results for the fast
Lorentzian). We will rationalize the former in terms of DMSO-

induced enhancement of the lipid packing that in turns
restricts and slows down the fast conformational dynamics (see
the next paragraph about EISF analysis), while the latter trend
suggests that at the short lengthscales, the slow whole-chain
dynamics are still disordered-driven due to the ﬂuid state. The
much more complex behavior observed with change at 310 K
for POPC/DMSO could be connected to the stabilization of a
mixed sub-gel phase that has been observed via calorimetry
and XRD studies for DMSO-treated phosphatidylcholine
bilayers.43−45 In any case, a more detailed and systematic
investigation over the eﬀect of DMSO on the lipid bilayer in
model membranes and intact cells can be matter of further
studies.
Speciﬁcally, the eﬀect of DMSO on model membranes has
been studied extensively in the last two decades, owing to its
large use as a cryoprotectant in cellular systems and a vehicle
solvent for a number of drugs.44,46−51 It has been observed that
if employed at concentrations <10 mol %, which is in line with
our concentration of 0.3 mol %, DMSO tends to dehydrate the
membrane by disrupting the dynamic hydrogen-bond water
near the lipid membrane surface.50 This causes a drastic
decrease in the range of the steric hydration repulsion, leading
to a reduction of the solvated volume of the phospholipid head
groups.44,47 Our QENS data seem to capture a rigidiﬁcation of
the bilayer both at the time/length space of internal motions,
as we can observe a general increase of the characteristic times
and, interestingly, more complex dynamical scenario than the
other two samples in which both ﬂuid and rigid dynamical
regimes likely coexist (i.e., a sub-gel state). Based on those
studies, we therefore attribute such DMSO-induced eﬀects to
water dehydration at the bilayer interface. Interestingly, the
eﬀect of ZIAPIN2 incorporation in the phospholipid bilayer
11521
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Figure 4. EISF fast vs Q for (a) POPC, (b) POPC/ZIAPIN2, and (c) POPC/DMSO. The dashed lines represent the ﬁtting model. (d) Minimum
and maximum spherical radii of the localized internal motion estimated via the ﬁtting model. In this case, broken lines are used to highlight the
diﬀerent behavior of POPC/DMSO in comparison with the other two samples. Data are presented as a function of temperature.

leads to diﬀerent eﬀects depending on the time/length scales
probed. The recovery of the fast and localized of internal
motion can be attributed to the insertion of the positively
charged pyridine rings at the level of the lipid heads.23 This, in
turns, restores the solvation volume of the phosholipids head
group that was previously reduced due to DMSO dehydration.
The slow dynamics, instead, diverge from stochastic molecular
reorientations found mainly in pristine POPC, showing
evidence of localized diﬀusional motions. We interpret this
in terms of higher dynamical disorder in POPC/ZIAPIN2 at
the lengthscale of molecular diﬀusions, due to the incorporation of the ZIAPIN2 apolar backbone in the central region of
the bilayer and dimerization with the molecules anchored in
the opposite part of the leaftlet, as found in our previous
study.23 Taken together, these eﬀects concur to mitigate the
membrane rigidiﬁcation brought about by DMSO, as
evidenced by the broader QENS signal of the POPC/ZIAPIN2
systems compared to POPC/DMSO (see Figure 2b,c). To
further validate these data, we performed experiments on
POPC/ZIAPIN2 at a lower concentration (5 μM, Figure S3).
Here, we note a narrower QENS signal than at 25 μM, thus
clearly denoting a less eﬀective action of ZIAPIN2 in softening
the lipid membrane.
To obtain insights into the geometry of motion, we analysed
the dependency of the elastic incoherent structure factor
(EISF) on the momentum transfer. In particular, the internal
motion that is localized in character can be modeled as a linear
combination of the elastic component A0(Q) and the
Lorentzian function as reported in eq 3. We made use of an
analytical expression for the EISF, which describes the
dynamics along the phospholipid molecules as localized
diﬀusions within spheres of diﬀerent radii. This method has

been successfully employed to describe the motion in a variety
of systems, such as lyophilized lipids,52 micelles,53 and
phospholipid bilayers.19,36,54 The model can be represented
by the following expression:
ÅÅ 3j (QR ) ÉÑÑ2
N Ä
Å
1
n Ñ
ÑÑ
A 0(Q ) = ∑ ÅÅÅÅ i
Ñ
N n = 1 ÅÅÅÇ QR n ÑÑÑÑÖ
(5)
where ji is the ﬁrst-order spherical Bessel function and R is the
spherical radius. In our case, we best-ﬁtted the EISF by using N
= 2 to take into account the diﬀerent diﬀusivities at the lipid
head group and lipid chain levels,54 while a further increase of
the number of radii did not improve the ﬁt quality. The EISF
of the fast internal motion vs Q is displayed in Figure 4a−c for
POPC, POPC/DMSO, and POPC/ZIAPIN2, respectively. We
can note three important eﬀects on the EISF: (i) a higher
elastic fraction intensity for POPC/ZIAPIN2 than pristine
POPC, alongside a relatively faster decay of the EISF line in
this latter sample; (ii) DMSO clearly increases the elastic
fraction in comparison to pristine POPC and POPC/
ZIAPIN2; (iii) an enhancement of the elastic fraction at the
higher Q-values (at ≈1.8 Å−1) for DMSO that in fact cannot be
captured by the analytical model. Since this length scale (dspace = 3.1−3.8 Å) is compatible with the lateral chain packing
in bilayers,55 we essentially observe the inﬂuence of DMSO on
the lipid tail arrangement. In particular, it has been
demonstrated that DMSO leads to a dehydration of the
intermembrane space, thus stabilizing the lipid phase.46,47
Therefore, the EISF for POPC/DMSO encodes both a general
dynamics retardation and, speciﬁcally, a reduction of proton
motility in the lipid phase. Note that this would explain the
anomalous decrease of the HWHM linewidth between 1.5−1.8
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Figure 5. Pictorial representation of the dynamical scenario caused by DMSO and ZIAPIN2 addition to the POPC liposomes. In the pristine
status, POPC dynamics can be described by localized disordered internal motions and slower lateral motions. Addition of DMSO leads to a
rigidiﬁcation of the bilayer dynamics and a more ordered dynamical scenario, as highlighted by the kicking in of jump-diﬀusional motion at 310 K.
Based on a previous literature study, this can be attributed to dehydration in the close proximity of the bilayer, which would substantially decrease
the solvation volume and restrict the geometry of motion. Eventually, addition of ZIAPIN tends to re-establish the POPC dynamics, likely due to
re-solvation of the lipid heads and to the expansion of the bilayer along the x direction. We attribute this latter eﬀect to the reduction of the bilayer
thickness that we have previously linked to ZIAPIN2 trans-dimerization in the dark and to the consequent expansion in the other direction owing
to the incompressibility of the membrane.

Figure 6. HWHM of the broad Lorentzian Γfast as a function of Q2 for (a) HEK at 300 K, (b) HEK/DMSO, and (c) HEK/ZIAPIN2. HWHM of
the narrow Lorentzian Γslow as a function of Q2 for (d) HEK, (e) HEK/DMSO, and (f) HEK/ZIAPIN2. The solid lines represent either the ﬁtting
or the average HWHM values.

Å−1 in POPC/DMSO (see Figure 3b,e), which can be indeed
related to the rigidiﬁcation and consequent increase of the
characteristic time brought about by DMSO dehydration.
Interestingly, ZIAPIN2 addition causes a reduction of the
elastic signal excess in the 1.5−1.8 Å−1 region when compared
to POPC/DMSO. If we look at the estimated minimum and
maximum radii (Figure 4d), we observe that DMSO addition
leads to a reduction of Rmin and Rmax, with the exception for the
marked increase Rmax at 310 K. We hypothesize that this can be
related to either a ﬁtting artifact or to the kicking in of another
dynamical scenario at the low-Q region at 310 K, i.e., the
abomentioned sub-gel phase.

The EISF vs Q for the narrower Lorentzian (EISFslow, Figure
S4) shows that while in the POPC sample, the EISFslow
contribution to the total scattering is virtually ﬂat, in POPC/
DMSO and POPC/ZIAPIN2, there is a clear Q-dependence
and relatively higher signals than the POPC pristine. This can
be attributed to the higher diﬀusive motion localization in
these latter samples due to the DMSO-induced dynamical
restriction.
Coupling the results from the HWHM trends and the EISF
data, we propose the following scenario that the action of
ZIAPIN2 on the bilayer is in fact systemic, involving both a
strong interaction with the lipid heads and with the acylic part
of the bilayer, rendering the lipid membrane more relaxed and
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dynamically ﬂexible. These data corroborate and nicely
complement the structural information obtained in our
previous investigations,23,24 indicating that the eﬀective
ZIAPIN2 electrophysiologic action lies on the formation of
membrane-spanning dimers that lead to a reduction of the
bilayer thickness. We speculate here that while the solvation of
the phosholipid heads can be attributed to the electrostatic
interaction with the positively charged pyridine rings, the
relaxation at the lipid tail level can be instead linked to an
expansion of the bilayer along the x direction (Figure 5) as a
result of the membrane thickness shrinkage along the y
direction, due to the incompressibility of the lipid membrane.56
Eﬀects on HEK Cells. Having arrived at a dynamical
picture using model membranes, we analyse the QENS data
measured real cells, in order to conﬁrm whether a similar
picture is observed in highly complex biological specimens.
Like for the model membranes, data were best-ﬁtted with two
Lorentzians used to describe two distinct dynamical processes
(Figure S5). Although in these complex samples the scattering
signal will be an average of hydrogens from intracellular water
and from a wide variety of structures in the cells including
proteins, organelles, and lipids among others (see the
Experimental Section) and thus an average of multiple
dynamical processes,16,17,57 we can see that the linewidths
follow virtually the same behavior observed for POPC
liposomes, in terms of the addition of DMSO or ZIAPIN2,
at least from the qualitative point of view. For instance, the
spectra shown in Figure S3 (at Q = 1.4 Å−1) report a clear
narrowing down of the QENS signal upon addition of DMSO.
The data show a broadening due to ZIAPIN2, which again
suggests that ZIAPIN2 leads to enhancement of membrane
ﬂexibilty once partitioned in the bilayer. To obtain information
about the nature of the motion in the time/space domains, we
investigated the dependence of the HWHM (Γ) of the
Lorentzian components as a function of the momentum
transfer also for HEK cells (Figure 6). Starting from Γfast
(Figure 6a−c), we see that in general the linewidths follow the
typical behavior of localized jump-diﬀusion with data
saturating at the high Q2-values, while the HWHM tends at
a constant value in the low Q2-region that indicates conﬁning
eﬀects of local boundaries.57 For pristine HEK cells, we see
that the plateau extends to Q2 = 1.5 Å−2, while HWHM
saturates at around 0.3 meV (2.2 ps). The addition of DMSO
leads to a general lowering of the linewidth, suggesting also in
this case a retardation of the dynamics. However, we can note
two important eﬀects, speciﬁcally a less extended plateau at the
low-Q region, if compared with pristine cells, and a decrease of
the linewidth at the high-Q region. The former case can be
explained in terms of less constrained motion, likely owing to
the higher dynamical order in DMSO-treated cells and in
analogy with what we observed in POPC/DMSO. In this case,
interestingly, the linewidth can also suggest the kicking in of a
diﬀerent mechanism, speciﬁcally the Chudley−Elliot model
that describes diﬀusional motions occurring via discrete jumps
between sites in a lattice (see Figure 6b inset), a typical
dynamical scenario of those systems exhibiting a short range
order.58 Conversely, ZIAPIN2 leads to a total restoration Γfast
trend of pristine cells, a result that is in line with POPC model
membranes and strongly indicates a disruption of the DMSOinduced ordering. Passing to Γslow, we note essentially a Q2independent proﬁle typical of reorientational motions in all
three samples. The average HWMH values reﬂect the ﬁndings
in liposome, namely, a slowing down of the lateral dynamics
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upon DMSO addition and a partial recovery of the pristine
linewidth after ZIAPIN2 internalization in the lipid membrane
(average HWHM = 2.2 μeV (30 ps), 1.1 μeV (60 ps) and 1.9
μeV (35 ps), for HEK, HEK/DMSO, and HEK/ZIAPIN2,
respectively). The EISF vs Q for the internal motion is
reported in Figure S6. Here, we see a reduction of the EISF
(increase of Rmin) at the low-Q values for HEK/DMSO, a
result that can be ascribed also in this case to the activation of a
more spatially extended jump-diﬀusional mechanism for this
sample.
In regards of ZIAPIN2 and DMSO localization in HEK293
cells, in our previous studies,23,24 we found that more than 70%
of Ziapin2 was localized to the neuronal surface, with a
coverage of ∼15% of the total membrane surface that
progressively decreased over time (t1/2 = 36.4 h, confocal
microscopy data). The occurrence of ﬂuorescence resonance
energy transfer between ZIAPIN2 and the membrane dye
CellMask further demonstrates that the molecule is strictly
localized to the membrane bilayer. As ZIAPIN2 was
internalized right before the experiment, we expect that only
a small fraction (around 4−5%, see supplementary Figure 7a of
reference23) would possibly leave the cell membrane and
distribute between the intracellular and intercellular space
during the experiment (8 h). The amphiphilic nature of
DMSO would also lead to its localization in the close proximity
of the plasma membrane, as it has been already demonstrated
in a number of investigations. However, at the moment, we
could not rule out completely any permeation inside the
cytoplasmic space and interaction with the intracellular water.
Interestingly, however, these data indicate that despite the
many dynamical processes contributing to the QENS signal in
HEK cells and the relatively small contribution of the lipid
membrane component to the total scattering, we still could
observe a similar dynamical trend upon ZIAPIN2 and DMSO
addition between POPC liposomes and living cells. Further
dedicated investigations on contrast matched samples are
necessary to address speciﬁcally and carefully the phenomena
occurring in the plasma membrane of intact cells.

■

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have reported a detailed QENS investigation
over the dynamics of lipid membranes modiﬁed using a new
membrane actuator, namely, ZIAPIN2, and its vehicle solvent
DMSO. We carried out experiments on both model
membranes composed of POPC liposomes in solution and
intact HEK cells. Our data suggest strongly that ZIAPIN2
causes a general softening of the bilayer, most probably due to
ZIAPIN2/POPC interaction at the lipid head and acylic tail
levels. The addition of DMSO leads to a much more complex
dynamical picture and one of a more dynamically ordered
landscape, likely due to interface dehydration and overall
membrane rigidiﬁcation. The associated change in the
solvation volume of the lipid heads and the consequent
geometry modiﬁcation of the plasma membrane (Figure 5)
oﬀer an explanation for the observed change in the electrical
capacitance of the plasma membrane observed in our previous
investigations.23,24 Upon addition of ZIAPIN2, the cell
electrical capacitance is increased. Based on the simple plane
A
capacitor model (C = ε d ), this is perfectly consistent with the
increased surface and reduced thickness we observed. Finally,
the slight reduction in capacitance observed upon adding
DMSO only is here rationalized; in this case, our data predict a
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smaller surface, due to dehydration. In general, the eﬀects of
guest molecules on the overall plasticity of the plasma
membrane can be of paramount interest for the design of
novel membrane-targeted drugs, e.g., for antibiotics and
therapeutics.

■
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